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LL philosophers are divided
by William James into two
types, which he calls re
spectively the " tender
minded" and the "tough
minded. " The " tender
minded" are" rationalistic,
intellectualistic, idealistic,

istic, religious, free-willist, monistic,
atical." The" tough-minded" are

piricist, sensationalistic, materialistic,
imistic, irreligious, fatalistic, pluralistic,
tical." "Traditionally, German philos-

y was on the whole 'tender-minded,'
ish philosophy was on the whole' tough
declo' "1 If we accept this division, there

teasonably seem to us an inconsistency
_the attitude of some current British
titers who have endeavored to show the

1Russell, Philosophical Essays, 128.
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philosophical principles underlying the \Va

and have complained of what, under James;
distinction, would be the latter day toughenin
of the Teuton mind.K

The distinction, however, can hardly be
claimed to be final and definite, because each
of the adjectives in James' statement repre,
sents a so-called system of philosophy, and
nearly every philosopher has attempted to
justify his ~ork by offering its results as a
reconciliation of two or more opposing sys.
terns. James himself is an illustration, as he
claims that pragmatism satisfies the de.
mands of each of the types of mind which
he distinguishes. It would seem that by
this time all the historical problems should
have been thoroughly reconciled, and the
reason why this is not so is contained in the
comment made by a modern writer thatl
" explicit controversy is almost always fruit.
less in philosophy, owing' to the fact that
no two philosophers ever understand one
another. " There is undoubtedly a further
and fundamental reason which is that many
of the problems are insoluble-but of this
more anon.

When we consider these futile efforts at
reconciliation and the apparently inevita
ble liability to misunderstanding, it is not
to be wondered that we hesitate to accept
another's classification and refuse to be

1Russell, Scientific Method, 19.
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,choose between the alternatives
l11inded" and ' , tough-minded. ':
many of us, after candid self an
ould conclude that every state
suggested by James ' adjectives is
ed at different times in varying
and therefore, with a sense of pride

erior personal expression of real
appreciate the warning, so clear

by L. P. Jacks 1 to philosophisers,
the philosopher, must ever remem
bis mind, himself, his system and

ber system of philosophy, are all a
eality.
'using to be labeled, we are cer
re real than the man who is exclu
gmatical, or exclusively religious,

sively sceptical.
is attitude of protest against the
able bewilderment resulting from

ophical discussion is to be ascribed
tough-mind bacillus, then the Teuton
the only one infected, for in the

,city of pragmatism and of Bergson
has extended far outside of academic
, as well as that of Nietzsche's notion

and worship of force, a group of
hinkers finds an indication that the

has indolently accepted the first op
to drift out on a limitless but

sea of exoteric imagination, where
IJacks, The Alchemy of Thought.
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the rhythmic rocking of the waves
and intuition lull all hard thinking to
Of true Cassandra quality may be the
of warning that this sea also is subjectdisastrous storms.

The fact remains that the anti-intellectu.al .•
istic movement is a present-day phenol11e~
non. It represents a claim for a more elastic
universe in the place of what James termed
the' 'block universe" of classical tradition
-the tidy, little, neat, efficient, andsnuguni:
verse which could be taken to pieces, meas.
ured, counted, and restored again. It seeks
a world of freedom and expansion, of adven.
ture and romance, of change and novelty,
of individual initiative, power and respon_
sibility, replete with innumerable "phases
of emotional experience," a world which
can be overcome and in which the dream
of omnipotence can be enjoyed without dis
turbance. It repudiates the rigorous deter.
minism of both the materialistic and ideal
istic schools, a static world in which all is
given, and insists that there be substituted a
practical, hopeful, organic world, alive with
uncertainty and competition and change,
a dynamic, pushing, stirring, surging, en
during flux. In the effervescence of what
it pleases to term (, new vitalism, " it exalts
action over contemplation, searches for the
concrete rather than the abstract, accepts
generalizations in the place of definitions,
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IDes to reject the rational, to supplant
111 and logic with intuition, to compel

to displace the intellect, and quite con
tly prefers the arrogance and efficiency
an to the insubstantial, monotonous,

ireval Absolute.
11this is doubtless a part of the mov
picture of humanity. The immediate
e may contain some odd light effects,
its apparent novelty consists in a differ
firrangement of the same old properties
ch have appeared again and again in the
ry of speculative thought. Doubtless,
ever, the change is welcome if it serves
ejuvenate philosophy, and more surely if
gregarious mass of stale human opin
which is called the" popular mind"
ereby induced to seek a course which

s to a larger vision of truth. But alas,
popular mind, controlled by its own in
, soon separates from the true current,
with its original impulsion forms for a

e a bubbling, gurgling eddy of its own,
h a vacuous center around which revolves
ever increasing accumulation of foamy
imentality.
ne of these eddies which exists to-day

well be termed the "humanistic"
. Confounded and stampeded byourre

the immeasurable labor expend
centuries in the search for ultimate
has been unavailing, we rush toward
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something equally elusive and adopt as OUr

standard of all values what we call the "ele.
ment of human interest." While the par~
tial truth involved may be important, We
unrestrainedly apply the test not only in OUr

philosophy, but everywhere, to ever~thing,
and then babble and chortle about It. We
announce with ostentation that we know
nothing about art or music; then at once we
proceed to pass judgment intuitively, in.
sisting that we are qualified critics because
we are human. In literature and the drama,
the style may be impossible, the plot atro.
cious, the characters wooden and brainless,
and the action cataleptic, but if the product
contains sufficient evidence of the barbaric
substratum of human nature, we laud its
"realism" and rant about its "human in.
terest! " We encounter verse containing so
many metrical forms, crowded lawlessly to
gether, and producing such a spasmodic suc
cession of discontinuities, that even the most
hypothetical ether must solidify in the at
tempt to give it rhythmic quality; yet if we
find there a vague extravagant expression
of generic human emotions, or a pretend
edly naIve delight in the morbid charm of the
sordid, salacious abnormalities of life-

"phosphorescent slime" of decadency .
we admire its" spontaneity" and
it as "humanistic poetry. "

We would condemn as criminally
12



hydraulic engineer, who from some im-
of sentiment should base his oper

s exclusively on the principle of the
ty or relative incompressibility of liq
entirely ignoring the law of gravitation;

pelled by our unverified intuitions,
mit ourselves for experiment to any

rry of social or moral reform which our
lings" designate "humanistic," with

determining whether or not the theory
taken into consideration essential funda-
tal factors which might otherwise ren
its operation nugatory or disastrous.
n our exaggerated worship of the hu
, we have lost our sense of proportion.
lack of cosmic perspective manifestly

evitable. As we attempt to retrace the
e of this endless stream called life or

sciousness, or believe thatwe can seedis
.t landmarks in the direction whither it
tending, we are unable to comprehend
infinite world of reality which has always
n on either side of the stream as well
behind and before it; we are reluctant
~dmit that what we see is a superficial pic
t:taken as we, among the countless atoms,
poised momentarily on the surface. And

we tend to restrict our vision to the phe
mena which cling to the thin fringe of this
y planet, and forget that so far as we can
:rehend, they all are expressions only of
indefinable and incomprehensible some-
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thing which we sometimes name energy and
which apparently perva~es the universe ul1~,
der defimte laws. Unmmdfu~ that these lif~,i
pheno~~na would be .transfo:med beYOIid'
recogmtIOn by a relatively mmute modili~
cation in the amount of that energy receiv(!<,l
from the sun, we fix no limits to man's am"
bitions or his potentialities, and insist that!,
Truth itself become humanized by: making
the standard of truth what we estImate aI'
human success.

We catch a glimpse of a real truth and
then proceed to generalize all our expe;'
rience on the basis of what we have momen_
tarily seen, ignoring the fact that our vision
has been imperfect and infinitesimal. In
this manner we have unduly emphasized
now one and now the other of the elements
of consciousness itself. Our glimpse of
truth may have been obtained through the
imaginative facuIties-through insight or
intuition if you will- but it has no guaranty
of reality until reason has compared, tested,
and harmonized it with other visions already
verified. Knowledge has been said to con
sist of! "the correct apprehension of facts
and the correct inferences as to the relations
.between them." This certainly demands
the best use of all our faculties, and yet the
traditional errors, existing dogmas, current
fallacies, delusions, and false standards of

1Sumner, Folkways, 32.



e not only demonstrate the infantile
~"terof our knowledge, but reflect di
the disproportionate use of our fac
To affirm that we are the victims of

cessive and undisciplined use of the
nation may be a gratuitous judgment,
e assertion is not unwarranted that the

of human thought is the record of the
ons between the mystical, imaginative,
nal, and intuitional attitude of mind

e one hand, and the analytical, intel
1,dispassionate, scientific attitude on
er hand. This would be my criterion,

, for distinguishing between the tough
ender minded.
thagoras has been referred to as an
ation of a curious mixture of these two
ncies; 1 the scientific attitude led him

is propositions on right-angled trian
; his intuition revealed to him that it
icked to eat beans. His followers di

into two sects, the devotees of right
oed triangles and the abominators of

4~~ns. We identify ourselves in spirit with
>, latter sect when we become impas

ed over the current significance of the
>word"humanistic, " forgetting that our

ledge in the sciences, our attainment
rue results in the physical world, our
rol over natural forces, have all been

:ompanied by a corresponding elimina
'Scientific Method, 19.237,27 and 242.
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tion of what we term the "human intet"
est," and that our much vaunted "POwer
over nature" is not really mastery hut.~
our conf.ormity a.nd adaptation ~o. natti~l
laws. SCIence, phIlosophy, andrehgIon origi••.
nally were one. The primitiv'e mythologi••.
calor animistic universe was the creation
of the imagination and will. Early physic,
was full of ethical influences. One of it.
purposes was to show that the earth is good
and worthy of admiration. The mode~
physicist does not seek to arrive at a pre.
determined or an agreeable result. His sole
concern is to find facts-a true result. If

required to demonstrate the ethical impor.
tance of his ions and electrons, his newest
revolutionary work would cease. If the bi.
ologist were compelled to establish the
ethical character and utility of all his plants
and animals, he would close his laboratory.
Astronomy once was studied because of the
belief in astrology and the direct influence
of the movements of the planets and comets
upon the lives of human beings. Chemistry
was preceded by the ultra-pragmatic al.
chemy. It is interesting and amusing
speculate about the number, and it is easy
to visualize the type, of persons who, when
these earlier beliefs decayed, abandoned
astronomy and chemistry because these
studies were, forsooth, found lacking in
"human interest. "
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is not intended as a diatribe against
r religion, although I am willing to
that I belong probably in the class

as ethical skeptics. It is a commort
at happiness is least often achieved
who make it a definite end. Good

wise, may be essentially a by-prod
er than an objective in the process
ing to know the truth. Our moral

ligious beliefs are to a large extent
an accumulated momentum of the

they are ancestral, historical, institu
standardized and therefore static. To
Jilt that they represent the prepon-
of evidence of human experience,

aye endured and can continue to
the tests of verification, they are
to respect, but because all expe

and all tests are based upon particu-
ationships which are infinitely various,
1and religious judgments necessarily
e the ultimate solitary affair of the
ual. Only then do they become dy

. If developed by the individual dis-
ionately, either on the mystical or

ical side, they are sure to become
metrical and unserviceable. It is be
this proportion is so infinitely vari

that no two persons can arrive at a'
lete agreement in their consideration.
al ethical or religious conclusion is a

talization which requires an illimitable
I7
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understanding. An American statistl¢j
genius has calculated that nobody knoJ
more than seven billionths of one per cei
about anything. Allowing a reasOnabf'
margin for error in computation" it stili
remains impossible to conceive thatou
fractional interests are sufficiently co-exten:
sive to warrant us in the attempt to estab..
lish a rigid and comprehensive system of
ethics or religion for each other, and still
less for those who are to follow liS.

What is reality? What is the plan Or

purpose of the universe? Is there any unity
of plan or purpose? If so, what is the crite.
rion of progress? What is right and what
wrong? What goodness and what badness?
These are ultimate questions, the solution of
which clearly has been, and, so far as Wecan
see, always will be beyond human powers. ,
but no less clearly does It appear that the
reaction of the individual in relation to ulti.
mate questions, the widening of the range
of vision of reality to which he responds,
is what determines those qualities in him
which we consider to be the test of superior.
ity over the primitive savage and summar.
ize in the words,character and personality.
But the reaction and the resultant qualities,
while they involve the entire individual, are
dependent on knowledge-the correct ap
prehension of facts and the correct infer
ences as to their relations-by whatever

18



these facts and inferences are ac
Beliefs can only become potent and

ling when honestly endorsed by the
ct. Intellectual emotion is not a
pgless term to those who have ex
ced it. There is an imperative
neity of insight higher than that
tinct.
owledge then becomes a means to an
lthough we cannot discern what the
ay be, and if we recognize that man's
t thoughts, his loftiest ideals, his

IS of renunciation, his highest aspi
s, all are products of the life process

hich he is a part, may not what is
"moral consciousness" be described

gh necessarily vaguely) as the unifi
n of all the elements of consciousness
individual which enables him to exer

a certain judgment of direction relative
e seething segment of reality in which
nds himself. But the judgment is based

less on intellectual observation than on
itional illumination. Both are required
the achievement of new knowledge. In
er to apprehend facts correctly, there
t be combined with the imaginative glow
01, unbiased, unemotional observation
a willingness to accept without question
equal reality of what may seem to be
er trivial or important. To make correct

:rerences from these facts it is necessary
19



tha t beliefs, feelings and concl usions he
logical form and expression.

The "humanism" of to-day ignores the
subjective law of gravitation and dissipates
itself through its own fluidity. It is the reo
flection of an unbalanced philosophy which
endeavors to explain change and continuity
in terms of the human only. In its effort
to avoid baffling precedents, the popular
contemporaneous form of this philosophy
succeeds only in adding to the complexity
of the explanation by introducing a super.
fluous unknown quantity" X, " the "vital
impulse, "which is opposed to another un.
known quantity' 'Y, "the constraining force
of inert matter. Each represents a move.
ment, one climbing, the other falling. The
universe is the clash and conflict of the two
opposite motions. As a poetic picture this
is conceded to be a legitimate effort when
painted artistically, but as an explanation
it results in the hopeless predicament of
an algebraic student attempting to solve
by a single equation a problem containing
more than one unknown quantity. Yet
these philosophers proudly announce that
X +Y = the universe; then proceed to sub
tract equals from equals, divide equals by
equals, and so on, triumphantly pointing to
the result as a true equation. Furthermore,
with subtle and seductive sophistry, they
seek to make their pronouncements im·

20



able by a summary condemnation of
intellect, arbitrarily associating it with
perverse "Y," thus enabling them
es to assert that any criticism of their
ines as self contradictory or undemon
Ie is merely a foolish encounter with
irresistible "X" and proves that the

is deluded and misguided. For them
,11, as opposed to contemplation, has
me the distinctive quality of life.
e common interpretation of this kind
ilosophy has resulted in an emotional

dIe. Having dimly ascertained the end
flux and relativity of all things, and

tedly learning that the underlying prin
s of scien,ce. are temporary hypotheses
, the "humanist" of to-day announces
there is nothing remaining to life but

el and expand. He concludes with Rous
t1 that "The man who thinks is a de
ved animal" and dismisses the intellect
"meddlesome." He therefore seeks to
himself of all distinctions and limitations
ablished by the intellect, in order to al

the human instincts to indulge in free-
untrammeled. Any extravagance or

urdity justifies itself by its very incom
hensibility. Liberty for him is undefined

tempered only by sympathy which in
rn is indefinable but indiscriminate. He
obsessed by the' 'joy of creation," and
sHy falls into the fallacy of conceiving

21



that since a true creation must be
anything produced by him different
that with which he is conversant is evi
dence of originality and also a momentous
addition to the landmarks of racial progress
with which he so complacently identifies
himself. So our neo-fiat experts proceed to
"violate law laboriously,." - to exhibit their
"tricks of singularity." If the greater part
of those who seek with such utilitarian
conceit to endow mankind with the results
of their creative genius, would apply their
unconstrained vigor to a thorough investi_
gation of the existing evidence of man's
constructive ability, they might share the
cynical conclusions of the author of ECcle_
siastes, but they would at least free from
obstruction the way of the "saving rem
nant, " as well as relieve the rest of us from
much tedious searching after what is gen
ume.

The fallacy, however, is urged persistent
ly. It is inferred that our prehistoric ances
tors, from the very nature of their position
at the beginnings of experience, lived in a
world of novelty and invention, and pos
sessed in its purest essence the essential
power of originality which has subsequently
become dulled by its alloy with the insidious
intellect. Weare asked, therefore, to over
look the fact that the premises and conclu
sions as to the evolutionary process are the

22



of the intellect and to join rapturous
the worship of the primitive. Now I
not minimize the value of the quality

nder, the genuinely naive love of the
elous and unknown, or the beautiful,
ecting happiness of the child, but I do

that the self-conscious man who
s his understanding in the depths of

imagination, becomes not childlike, but
ish. He surrenders the mastery of his
onality to the influences of savagery and
ism which have survived in his sub

scious self as a part of the inheritance
his barbaric ancestry. He is the victim

he centrifugal forces in his nature.
hen I read that by a return to the
itive we are to "revitalize the world,"

led to reflect that "the promise and
ncy of all terrestrial life" has been

erent from the beginning, and that the
ential factors in its development are
-fold. Like the centripetal and centri-
al forces they must be maintained in
ilibrium or disaster results.

In both literature and art the effect of this
lodramatic philosophy can be found in

e idea of beauty. God forbid that I should
tempt to propound any definition of beauty,
t I have the temerity to reassert the doc

'jj;J.e1 that its vital character is dependent
pon two elements which we designate by

lSee Babbitt, The New Laokoiin, 217-252.
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the words form and expression. The rare
combination of the two in equilibrium is
what we recognize as the highest art. The
exponents of our "Humanism," however
both in art and music, consistently asseJ
that there can be nothing vital in symme.
try and proportion and continuity of pur.
pose. Swollen with intuition, they urge the
spontaneous and unpremeditated to assert
itself without restraint until all traces of
form have vanished and, like Alice's Che.
s?ire Cat, nothing remains except expres.
SIOn.

The philosophy of uncontrolled expansion
has led to its inevitable results. Every day
in our newspapers we are made aware of
this appalling fact. With the intellect largely
discredited or at best inert, its use has been
concentrated in the few who have proceeded
to exploit the corresponding predominance
of primitive instincts in the many. When
these primitive impulses had gathered mo.
mentum on a vast scale, the question as to
which nations should be allowed to ex

pand unrestrainedly could be solved only by
an appeal to force and arms. The immediate
consequences are far from humane; they
are characteristic of epochs of decadence, or,
in more optimistic terms, of periods of tran
sition.

That the primitive naive may in such a
period attain Titanic proportions is disclosed

24



a recent "Ethnocentric" declaration 1

he Apostle of the "independent spirit
life," by which he gives the assurance
t in spite of their deep sorrow over the
atitude and misunderstanding encoun
d, he and his people will still persist in
t effort to overcome the benighted un-
eptiveness about them, and will magnan
usly impose upon all of humanity the
e:ficence of their consummate Kultur.
11 our own country, in connection with the
anal endeavor to demonstrate the irrel
ncy and futility of war, we have the
nomenon of emotional expansion which

rmlessly vents itself in a display of peace
Hans and in the cultivation of a hope that
some mystic power of induction there will
ear on the European continent a "sub
inal uprush" of idealistic passion which

ill accomplish peace for the sole sake of
ace itself. It could not be expected that
r humanists who scorn analysis should be
Ie to distinguish between the vitality of ra
nalized belief and the volatility of uncon
lied sentiment.
Our inability-or our failure-to make
is distinction, to maintain the equilibrium
etween the intuitional and intellectual, is
rnonstrated by the docility with which

indulge so many visionary experiments
20, 1915. summarizing
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incited by effusive appeals to such impres••
sionistic generalizations as "Human Broth.•
erhood" and "Social Service." In OUrcon.•
fusion we assume that through intuition one
human judgment is as effectual as another
and that a sufficient volume of sentiment
will determine the way of truth. So, with.•
out analysis we stake the results of OUr

experiments on the investigations of inex:.•
perienced boards and committees, too often
considering the validity and potency of the
conclusions to depend directly upon the mag.•nitude of the committee.

A similar confusion appears in certain
popularized forms of idealism which deny
altogether the existence of matter, and yet
base their claims for sanction upon their
pragmatic efficacy in the preservation of
physical health and material prosperity.

In education, the emphasis on "versatil
ity" and "initiative" may yet become so
pronounced that it will not be preposterous
to conclude that the ideal evolutionary pro
duct is to be a generation of children who
will select their own parents and exchange
them at will. Probably none of us would
disapprove of any theory of education in so
far as it seeks to avoid the standardization
of worn and commonplace opinions and
the resulting production of a fixed orthodox
type, but when a form of egotism which
fixes for its standard human success, depen-
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wbolly on the unrestrained develop
t of instinctive impulses, is extolled as
deal of wisdom, we are entitled to make
comment that unconstrained instincts
been customarily termed sensuality,

tbat the "humanism" of the Italian
aissance ended in depravity.
e have had drastic lessons teaching
moral traditions, though narrow and

taken, are better than moral anarchy.
need still to learn also that our knowl

e is subject to unlimited verification and
ision; that the summum bonum of edu-

tion is a well developed critical faculty.
he absence of this critical faculty in the
dividual may well explain the evolutionary
cessity for an adjustment of the balance
tween life's interdependent forces by
e method of opposing one mass against
other. These collective growths are incon
ivably slow and tedious, both in formation
d action, and therefore the despair often
the historian. The inertia involved may

be found, however, in each individual unit.
Conscious mental work is everywhere ingen
iously avoided if possible. The enormous
vogue of pathological fiction, so character
istic of our own day, has been explained 1 as
the direct outcome of the desire for relaxa
tion from the labor of analysis on the part
of the weary workman, the exhausted scien-

lThe New Laokoon, 207
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tist, the jaded business man, and the pOOr
tired members of the professions. '

In the period of the earlier humanism
the neo-classicists, in their reverence for th~
truth and authority of the ancients, ignored
the law of continuity and change and in their
endeavor to assume and rely on permanent
formulce, relaxed into a dull mechanical
imitation. The present day humanist, in
his reverence for relativity and change,
refuses to acknowledge that there can be any
law underlying change, and disclaiming all
rules and authority, relaxes into an indolent
revery of "feeling oneself go. " Our OWn
personal experiences are a repetition of this
process in miniature. Formerly we found it
impossible to feel what we supposed we be

lieved; now we are unable to believe what We
seem to feel, and we lazily hesitate to under
take the never ending work of reconciliation.

If the slowly widening comprehensive_
ness of philosophy must be accompanied by
the phenomena of inertia and unbalanced
tendencies in group formations, it seems to
me that a glad welcome should be given to

a realistic reaction which has appeared dur- p
ing the last few years in British and Amer- fi
ican philosophy. While the first protests p
against the romanticism and egotism of the p
current philosophy were made by G. E. c
Moore, the recognized leader in the com-
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lively small literature of the movement
trand Russell, whose writings combine
act thinking of a mathematician with

e, satirical wit, unusual candor, and
m and brilliancy, Mr. Santayana, in
ng of Russell, "marks the pure love of
h, the freshness, the vivacity, the self
etfulness, the logical ardor belonging to
delightful reformer" and says, 1 "It may

a paradox, but at bottom it is not,
t the vitalists should be oppressed,
manish and mystical, and only the intel
tualists keen, argumentative, fearless and

of life. "
Mr. Russell is essentially a mathema
an. Apart from his technical works, his
ilosophical Essays and The Problems of
:ilosophy, published in 1910 and 19II, can
read with pleasure by anyone interested.

is last book, Our Knowledge of the Exter
World as a Field for Scientific Method in

ilosophy, comprises the Lowell Lectures
1914.
Like most modern philosophers Mr. Rus-
11offers a method and disavows his in
ntion to construct a complete system of

hilosophy, but unlike the others he ful
ls his assurance and consistently denies the

ssibility of such a system. For this de
rture from precedent he has been unduly
'ticized.

1Santayana, Winds of Doctrine, 1I2.
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This method, which" for want of a bette
name," he calls1 "logical atomism" ha~
been rendered possi~le, he ~sse:ts, 2" by the
growth of mathematical lOgICwIthout which
it is practically impossible to manipulate
ideas of the requisite abstractness and Com.
plexity." It represents, he believes3 "the
same kind of advance as was introduced
into physics by Galileo, " "the simultaneous
acquisition of new facts and logical meth.
ods, " "the substitution of piece-meal, de.
tailed and verifiable results for large untested
generalities recommended only by a certain
appeal to imagination." Its temper must'
"combine the hopefulness, patience and
open-mindedness of science with something
of the Greek feeling for beauty in the ab.
stract world of logic and for the ultimate
intrinsic value in the contemplation of
truth.

Logic is the essence of Philosophy; 5

not, however, the" scholastic collection of
technical terms and rules of syllogistic infer
ence" taught since the Middle Ages. "The
trivial nonsense embodied in this" Aristo
telian "tradition," he says, "is still set in
examinations, and defended by eminent au
thorities as an excellent' propaedeutic, , i.e.
a training in those habits of solemn hum.

1 Scientific Method, 4. 2Ibid., Preface.
3 Ibid., 4 and 239.
'Ibid.,29·
• Ibid., Lecture II.
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'i which are so great a help in later
~~/' ....
'~''fhenew mathematIcal logIc IS dIfficult
~d abstract. An adequate summary is im
~sible here on account of the limitations
)~.thispaper and of my own ability as well.
~~IJsan elaboration of pure mathematics,
~Q to become intelligible there must be an
~derstanding of various definitions and
p~l1ciples which involve detailed explana
~Qn.' It is not the work of a single mind,
lfut Mr. Russell has largely contributed to
'§:llnd has presented the results with much
.f~:tceand cogency. The method is first of
JdJ one of analysis, demanding as its sine

j~Mnon a "necessary mental discipline."
~T!Allthe facts that we seem to know suffer
t~~mvagueness, confusion and complex
j~," lhe says, therefore before the process
i'f>J analysis can be developed it is necessary
~;Bftocreate an apparatus of precise concep
~~ons as general and as free from complex
i;J~as possible. " As the analysis continues,
~.~llchstage grows "more abstract, more
l,,~l;Jfinedand more difficult to apprehend"
" til finally no further progress seems pos

,Ie. Then what is needed is "some new
~ort of logical imagination, some glimpse
a possibility never conceived before and
n the direct perception that this pos
mty is realized in the case in question."

1 Scientific Method, 241.
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After this hypothetical judgment has been
accomplished, the work is "synthetic and
comparatively easy."

In his last book Mr. Russell has given an
illustration 1of the application of this method
of mathematical logic in the construction
of a logical hypothesis which meets the
arguments of the idealist and shows "that
the account of the world given by com
mon sense and physical science can be
interpreted in a way which is logically unob
jectionable " and which succeeds in recon
ciling psychology and physics. Naturally
this effort has provoked much critical com.
ment.

The great triumph of mathematical logic,
however, is claimed in its application to the
old problems of infinity, continuity. space
and time, a detailed account of which is
contained in this same book. 2 The possibil
ity of infinite collections as logical construc
tions, if this mathematical demonstration be
accepted, robs of their value the Kantian
and idealistic doctrines of the unreality or
subjectivity of space and time, and restores
realism to the place of honor.

But if Mr. Russell is a realist in results,
he is fundamentally a priori in his methods.
His realism is of a Platonic character-a
pure idealism if you will- for mathematical

1Scientific Method, Lecture III.
>Ibid., Lectures V, VI and VII.
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forces us to the conclusion that all
ledge of truths demands acquaintance
certain fundamental irreducible self-

ent principles or concepts which are 1
'ri in the sense that they are logically in
endent of experience but yet are elicited
caused by experience.
hese fundamental principles or con
s which he calls' 'universals, " have a
ity of their own, external to space, time,
the mind of man. They subsist in a su
sensible, timeless, unchangeable world

ich he frankly identifies 2 with Plato's
rId of ideas, though he refuses to pass on
o the mystical endeavor to see the ideas
we see objects of sense. In this world of
iversals,3 qualities, the universals repre
ted by adjectives and substantives, have
greater reality than relations, the sort of

iversals represented by verbs and prepo
ions. Every general proposition involves
rtain of these universals and transcends
e bounds of sensible knowledge which is
ited to the particular case. 4 "In logic, no

eference to actual particulars is involved. ' ,
We have direct "knowledge by aequain

'anee " of universals, as we have of " sense
ta"; that is, what is immediately known
sensation as distinguished from its cause.
lRussell, The Problems of Philosophy, 76, 81 and

,15·
2lbid.,142. 'Ibid., 149.
'Ibid., 88.
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Of material objects on the other hand exist~
ing in space and time independently of our
subjective perceptions, we can only have
"knowledge by descriPtion" which 1 "is ulti
mately reducible to knowledge concerning
what is known by acquaintance"; that is,
a combination of the universal ideas and sen
sible experience. "The fundamental prin
ciple in the analysis of propositions contain
ing descriptions is this: Every proposition
which we can understand must be composed
wholly of constituents with which we are
acquainted.' ,

When we speak of a fact,2 we mean
that a certain thing has a certain quality or
that certain things have a certain relation,
and the test of the truth of any belief is that
there 3 is a fact corresponding to the belief.
Beliefs therefore depend on minds for their
existence, but do not depend on minds for
their truth. 4 "What we firmly believe, if
it is true, is call ed knowledge"; , ,what we
firmly believe, if it is not true, is called error."
"What we firmly believe, if it is neither
knowledge nor error, and also what we
believe hesitatingly, because it is, or is de
rived from somethingwhich has not the high
est degree of self evidence, may be called

1 The Problems of Philosophy, 91.
2 Scientific lJlIethod, 51.
3 The Problems of Philosophy, 202, and Philo

sophical Essays, "The Nature of Truth," 170-185.
4 The Problems of Philosophy, 217.
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le opinion. Thus the greater part of
would commonly pass as knowledge

ore or less probable opinion."
r. Russell therefore concludes 1 that
things as the dogmas of religion, the

ntial rationality or ethical character of
universe, the unreality of matter and

, cannot be established by metaphysical
oning, that no attempt to "prescribe to

e universe by means of a priori princi
s" can succeed, and that all the sup
sed knowledge in the traditional systems
philosophy must be swept away and a

wbeginningmade. Just as modern mathe
ticians have shown the possibility of sev

al kinds of space differing from the one
c1idean space which the old logic postu-
ed and then condemned as impossible,
the new logic shows that no limits can
set to the extent and nature of the
nown.2 "While our knowledge of what

has become less than it was formerly
posed to be, our knowledge of what may

is enormously increased."3 "Instead of
ing, as formerly, the bar to possibilities,
'c has become the great liberator of the
agination, presenting innumerable alter
tives which are closed to unreflective com
on sense, ,and leaving to experience the

.. 1 The Problems of Philosophy, 220, and Scientific
.Method,24°'

'The Problems of Philosoplzy,230.
• Ibid., 231.
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task of deciding, where decision is possiw
ble, between the many worlds which logic
offers for our choice." Absolute scepticism
though logically irrefutable, is practically
barren. The positive revelations reported
by the mystic cannot be disproved, but they
can be made to form no consistent whole,
and can afford no assurance of truth until
they have been compared and harmonized
with other beliefs and revelations no less
trustworthy. Weare therefore justified in
accepting the mass of common knowledge
as affording data for philosophical analysis.

Philosophical knowledge then differs es
sentially from scientific knowledge only in
its characteristic critical attitude, which 1

"considers each piece of apparent knowl
edge on its merits, and retains whatever
still appears to be knowledge when this con
sideration is completed." Its value is to be
found exclusively among the "goods of the
mind" and cannot depend upon any sup
posed definite answers to ultimate ques
tions.

In his essay2 The Free Man's Worship,
one of the most impressive prose writings
of the last decade, Mr. Russell eloquently
assures us that this value is attainable, that
we may emerge from the narrow private
world of instinctive interests, and, learning

1 The Problems of Philosophy, 236.
2 Philosophical Essays, 59-70.
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to be great through the greatness of the
eternal things which we contemplate, may
join the company of intellectual freemen,
and become "citizens of the universe."

Naturally Mr. Russell's philosophy is
meeting with opposition. Many are inclined
to condemn summarily any philosophy which
involves a priori ethics, or can be termed
logical, mathematical, intellectual or Platon
ic. Without doubt the attempt to fathom
the relationship between consciousness and
the ideal subsisting world and the real exist
ing world must lead to metaphysical tenuities
which were baffling problems to both Plato
and Aristotle, and have been sources of be
wilderment to all subsequent philosophers.
I certainly am not competent to dispute the
claim that this new logical philosophy repre
sents no more than the prophesied oscillation
from the romantic to the scientific and ana
lytical extreme. When, however, it is dog
matically dismissed as scholastic, I am able
to find in its concern for logical reasoning
and in its frank acknowledgment of the limi
tations of knowledge a close analogy to the
method of the first great and perhaps the
greatest humanist of history, who, by per
sistent analysis, exposure of ignorance, and
insistence upon clear thinking, irritated be
yond endurance the elephantine complacency
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of his day, and became a martyr for freedom
of thought.

I believe that a. philosophy is opportune,
however difficult, which denies that we are
the "blind slaves of instinct" and allows
room for" moments of contemplative in
sight, " in which we discern the possibilities
of life that redeem man from the existence
of the brutes. We require a vitalism which
is capable of producing more than a titilla
tion of emotional rapture; we must have
the intellectual thrill of a larger vision of
the eternal vastitudes into which the thought
of man has only begun to penetrate. The
spontaneity to be desired is not the confused
state of flighty sensibilities which comes
when the instinctive subliminal self is re
leased from rational control; it is the eman
cipation from the sub-conscious which is
achieved by the rational self in its effort to
realize the super-conscious. Then it is that
through an alliance of the intellect and the
imagination there may come a new under
standing of vital law which will transcend
the authority of the past.

This revival on my part of an old thesis
I believe to be not untimely, because of
the prevalent assumption to-day of an im
placable antagonism between instinct and
reason, intuition and intellect. Leaving the
metaphysicians to their refinements, I main
tain that personality includes the intellect
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and the imagination in one indivisible whole;
that they correspond to the reciprocating
forces in physics, and when equilibrium is
lost, their power is dissipated. Equilibrium,
however, does not imply direct opposition
by which the energy of each is neutralized.
The whole of life includes both; develop
ment and creative activity are measured by
their balanced intensity. So long as this
balance can be maintained only by the
opposition of one collective mass against
another, each saturated with its own solu
tion of the essence of life, and each striving
to discredit the quality of the other, so long
will the two factors tend to counteract each
other and the history of human evolution
become correspondingly monotonous. The
predominant characteristic of these oppos
ing masses will be inertia, the ability to
overcome which must be the basis of any
appraisal of human progress. The only avail
ing leaven in the mass will be the true
individual humanist. Upon him depends
any advance towards the solution of social
problems.

The true humanist will recognize the
complementary constituents of his nature
and effect an equipoise between them: not
by making a confused negative composite,
but by a deliberate self-government. He
will accustom himself to the dual attitude
and exercise complete control over both.
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He will be able to establish inner standards
to take the place of any outer standards he
may have lost, though these too will be sub
ject to revision. He will keep alive his
sense of wonder by forming calm and lofty
habits of mind. His passions and aspira
tions will be accompanied by the courage.
and serenity of confident self-discipline. He
will have not only the Bergsonian 1 "intel
lectual sympathy by which one places one
self within an object in order to coincide
with what is unique in it," but also the
intellectual impartiality by which one disas
sociates oneself at will from an object and
from one's sympathies in order to determine
their true relations.

In the effort to accomplish this result lies
the possibility of any effectual comprehen
sion of life and of entering the regions of
genuine freedom, where customary beliefs
and traditional prejudices, personal hopes
and fears may all be lost in the exclusive
desire for knowledge,-the true knowledge
which in action becomes justice, and in emo
tion becomes universal kindliness. These
two are of the essence of religion.

1Bergson, An Introduction to MetaphysiCJ, 7.
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